You don't have to fuck 'em all! They sense your spirit, they see your beauty, they feel your love, and you can usually give them about all the affection they really need right on the dance floor without having to go to bed with them.

You're not always going to get the big ones. You may have to catch quite a few little ones along the way, and you may even lose quite a few.

It's so much like fishing! That's why we called it that because the Lord Himself pictured it that way. I got that Flirty-Fishing thing totally in the spirit! (See "Flirty Little Fishy" No. 293) The Lord Himself called it fishing! "Come, Follow Me, and I'll make you fishers of men... From henceforth ye shall catch men!" (Mt 4:19; Luke 5:10)
Now you and your flesh and your spirit and your love and real affection are the bait.

Choice girls are choosy, they sit there and see first what's available.

We go in first of all and sit there and study the pond awhile. We look at what fish are there. It is very important that you choose the right spot to sit down where you've got a good view of the whole pond. Sit down, go slow, survey the pond and pray! Take a good look at all the fish available, particularly when they're swimming by pretty close, get a good look.

A girl should never say no! She should seldom say yes, but she should never say No! A flat "No" is hard for a man to take and may make him lose interest or be hurt. But what you do is, say, "Wait" or "Maybe," or "Later." If you say a flat "No!" they may give up all hope and quit trying.

By Father David from Letter No. 579, © Mar. 1987, True Komix. PF 241, 8021 Zürich, Switzerland (Written May, 1976.)
You just have to be led by the Spirit—God knows who is ready and who He is already working on. So watch for the worthy ones and wait for the witness of the Spirit. That'd be a nice little thing to remember: "Watch for the worthy and wait for the witness."

If ever the bait needs anything she needs a good fisherman, who knows what he's doing and has a hook in you.

There's something very spiritual about a sexual orgasm! Of course, science doesn't believe in those things, so naturally they're not going to try to prove it. I frequently flip out in the Spirit right in the middle of a sexual orgasm.

This is probably the most unusual ministry in the World! But apparently the Lord Himself was adept at it! I know He made love to Mary because I had a vision of it right in the middle of a climax! Just totally out of the blue— I mean I wasn't expecting it or anything, I wasn't even thinking about it! But there was swarthy muscular Jesus fucking a big buxom blonde Mary, sister of Martha!—WOW!
Take time to study them and to pray that the Lord will lead you to the right one, someone who's ready, receptive, responsive, needy, hungry. That's very important, because the Lord knows everything you don't know. We didn't know this lonely boy, sitting there all by himself, was mourning over the recent death of his mother and was very very sad. But God knew, & he was later to say:

Once in a great while I'm a little bit worried about my bait when she's out of sight. I wonder if she's way down there deep someplace or maybe she's caught in the seaweed or something. Because I can't always see exactly what's going on, so I just have to have faith and trust the Lord. A good fisherman enjoys fishing! I enjoy it! (Maria: But a lot of our guys don't like to be fishermen as much as you do. They're only pushed into fishing when they have to.) There are some sacrifices, but I still feel like David Livingstone: I don't really make any sacrifices. The Lord more than makes up for it. I have a lot of satisfaction knowing the bait's there doing her job and the fish are biting! - Do you?